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Guest post by Leo Hohmann

This article originally appeared on Leo Hohmann’s Substack and was republished with
permission.

The weaponization and militarization of the federal government continues unabated as
Congress and the states sit back and do nothing

When the corporate media asked the IRS why it needed automatic weapons, millions of
rounds of ammunition and heavily armed staffers trained in the “use of deadly force,” they
said it was for “administrative reasons.”

But we now know that the globalists are not just arming the IRS, along with just about
every other federal agency. They are militarizing these agencies to the hilt with military-
grade weapons not available to American citizens.

As Banks Get Downgraded and Americans Scramble to Protect Retirement Accounts
With Physical Gold and Silver, A Faith-Based Company Shows Them How

Why, for instance, would the IRS need armored vehicles, flash-bang grenades loaded with
tear gas, and .40-caliber submachine guns?

The IRS has been arming up for at least ten years. At the end of 2017, the IRS had
4,487 firearms and 5,062,006 rounds of ammunition in its weapons cache, according to an
August 8, 2022, Forbes article, “Inflation Reduction Act Unleashes A Tougher IRS.” You can
bet they’ve got a lot more than that stored up six years later in 2023.
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Here’s an excerpt from the Forbes article:

The video below by Mark Gifford, a pastor from Lee’s Summit, Missouri, who runs the God
Family and Guns YouTube channel, explains why this militarization is taking place.

The IRS has been steppng up its purchases of guns and ammunition even more over the
last two years, gobbling up nearly $700,000 in ammo in early 2022. That bulk purchase
prompted Representatives Matt Gaetz (R-FL) and Jeff Duncan (R-SC) to introduce the
“Disarm the IRS Act,” to prohibit the IRS from buying ammunition. Of course, this bill was
dead on arrival because the Uniparty in Washington, which includes all Democrats and a
solid majority of Republicans, are all for a militarized federal government. They hate
Americans and do not represent Americans. They are globalists whose allegiance is to the
military-industrial-biosecurity complex.

The IRS is not alone in this militarization.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture has also purchased hundreds of .40-caliber
submachine guns, presumably for making raids on independent food producers. They
have a special hatred for the Amish (See Food Supply Attack: U.S. Government Raided
and Shut Down Golden Valley Farms, an Independent Meat Producer)

The USDA raided the Fisher family’s farm in Farmville, Virginia, and seized their livestock
and meat-processing facility as the state condemned and seized their property. They are
Amish.

The Small Business Administration has also made bulk purchases of guns and ammo.
Health and Human Services has done the same.

Is the federal government preparing for all-out war against Americans who push back
against the government-media-approved messaging on pandemics, our involvement in
perpetual foreign wars and other globalist policies?

You get the sense that maybe, just maybe, enough of us are waking up that the globalists
are preparing to silence us once and for all, and the only way to complete that task is by
force? All it would take is to make an example out of a few dozen, maybe a few hundred
outspoken conservatives. The goal going forward would be to criminalize all speech that
contradicts the messaging coming out of the government and its corporate partners. At
that point, the globalists’ hope would be for conservatives to start turning on each other
out of fear that they could be next. Cut a deal to turn in a fellow conservative, thereby
saving your own skin from the reign of terror. This is how life goes down under fascist
regimes like the one now in power, so don’t be surprised if they move in this direction. It
would probably happen after they steal yet another election in November 2024. They
monitor everyone’s online speech so it would be easy to pull off. They make some high-
profile arrests and incentivize people to turn on each other. This would be especially
effective in a time of economic hardship when people have hungry family members. Turn
in a neighbor on false charges and get a month’s worth of food delivered to your door.
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“The Schumer-Manchin tax bill known as the Inflation Reduction Act, which passed the
Senate on Sunday, raises taxes and will give the IRS billions to go into what the Wall
Street Journal called ‘beast mode.’”
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The indictments of Trump supporters in Georgia and Michigan have already sent a chilling
message. But the deep state is moving on more than that one front. They’ve also been
arresting pro-life protesters and throwing the book at them, prosecuting them under the
corrupt FACE Act. Protesting abortion has been a mainstay of American life since the early
1970s. Now the government is cracking down and sending messages that things are
different. Such protests will no longer be tolerated.

From LifeSite News in an article posted Tuesday, August 29:

Did you catch that? You can now get 10 years or more for peacefully praying with and
counseling women outside of an abortion clinic. The article goes on to explain that these
pro-life Americans were considered by the judge to have committed a “crime of violence”
simply for holding pro-life views and being willing to share them publicly in proximity to a
baby-butchering clinic. The irony is hard to miss.

In the month of August alone, four Americans had their homes broken into and invaded in
pre-dawn raids by the FBI, which in each case executed the suspect in cold blood. One
case involved a 100 percent disabled U.S. military veteran in Henderson, Tennessee, who
was unarmed at the time he was shot on August 16. Another case involved a 74-year-old
man in Provo, Utah, who was obese and unable to walk without a cane but he was shot
dead by the FBI on August 9.

From what I can tell, none of these poor souls posed any sort of imminent threat to their
families or communities. The Utah man posted threats against Biden on his Facebook
page, but clearly lacked the ability to carry them out. The feds could have arrested the
guy peacefully while he was pulling out of his driveway. But no, they needed to make a
statement.

After enough Americans are executed in this fashion, and fear of speaking out becomes
ingrained in society, I can see a day, perhaps sooner than we think, when political
dissidents will simply disappear. No one will know what happened to them as they vanish
into the gulag.

The situation is growing more serious with each new episode. The best way to stop this
troubling trend from expanding is for more people to speak out even more boldly than
ever. Stay peaceful but do not hold back your verbal opinions. They cannot kill or arrest us
all. There is strength in numbers. Pray for peace and for more time before the inevitable
societal collapse goes down. I sense that people aren’t ready for what’s coming. Even if
they are waking up, they aren’t ready for a reality in which they are declared criminals
simply for something they said or wrote.

Will you join us in support of Free America? To receive new posts and support Leo
Hohmann’s work, consider becoming a paid subscriber if you aren’t yet at
leohohmann.substack.com
Submit additional information.

 

A jury on Tuesday found five pro-life activists guilty of violating the Freedom of Access
to Clinic Entrances (FACE) Act and conspiracy against rights. They were immediately
incarcerated following the verdict and could face more than a decade in prison for
their efforts to prevent women from killing their preborn babies.
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Kamalas Flared Noseholes

Reply •
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a day ago

Why is the IRS buying 40 cal machine guns you ask? Because the federal government in America and the entire
western world is at war against THE PEOPLE they govern because THEY want their NEW ONE WORLD ORDER whic
there is no room for NATIONALISM in.
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Reply •

− ⚑> Kamalas Flared Noseholes

a day ago

The Fed has long gone past 'governing' and into 'ruling.'

 44  0

Rob  

Reply •

− ⚑> Behind Enemy Lines in MN5

a day ago  edited

The �nances of the United States Government are about to collapse. All it will take is a recessio
combined with an inability to sell any more of its treasury bonds, no matter the rate of return.
Hyperin�ation, declining tax revenues, and desperation. That's why the IRS is buying machine
guns.
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C M 732  

Reply •

− ⚑> Rob

20 hours ago  edited

Marx's manifesto is famous for summing up his theory of Communism with a single
sentence: "Abolition of private property."

WEF leader Klaus Schwab says “you will own nothing and be happy.”

I wonder what gave the WEF that idea??

Time for the tyrants to start seizing property.
How many farms in the Netherlands??
How many cows in Ireland??
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1. Abolition of private property. Socialism seeks to abolish ownership of private
property with increasingly high property taxes, and the right to control or destroy
people’s businesses.

2. Progressive income tax, intended to discourage wealth. Socialism always comes to
power by delivering services which make the citizens dependent upon the governmen
Socialism takes wealth from its citizens, and hands out whatever it wants, according t
the wishes of the politicians in power. Through the Covid-19 pandemic, we see the
government forcing “non-essential” businesses to close, and awarding blanket bene�t
to lesser income people.

3. Abolition of all rights of inheritance. Presently, inheritance is taxed heavily by the
federal government through es
tate tax. We are only a short step away from government seizure. If great numbers of
people were to begin dying, we should expect lawmakers to create special rules for th
disposal of the property.

4. Con�scation of property from “rebels”. In the past, the federal government has a
number of methods of taking what they want from who they want. You can’t have tota
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Or they could just burn to death any children who would inherit wealth or property kind
like Maui.
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"Communism" is the new label. It used to be called feudalism, but that was when King
were common. Now we have covert tyrants that let us vote on a ballot with one name.
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The irs is buying 40-cal submachine guns for EXACTLY the same reason anybody else
will buy them: to shoot folks when needed...we're the folks....and it's going to be
needed.
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They're buying submachine guns because the agents are unable to hit the target they
are aiming at. So they just pull the trigger and wave the gun around expecting perhaps
one bullet will hit it's mark. Sort of like the crooked prosecutors who are indicting Trum
with numerous charges, hoping one will stick.
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Good analogy...very visual...��
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Reply •
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100% 🎯
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Tank  
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Boycott the gun maker selling them
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Reply •

− ⚑> Tank

4 hours ago

Boycott you and the demoncrapparty. Go �ush yourself...toilet tank. Use the gilded
handjob. And chethempstead...Or is chet in your bowl?
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oldlady  

Reply •

− ⚑> Rob

18 hours ago

Obama's police corps

 7  0

tony  

Reply •

− ⚑> Rob

5 hours ago

Or perhaps to “motivate” citizens to “voluntarily comply” with cbdc’s…..

 0  0

MAGA TRON  

Reply •

− ⚑> Behind Enemy Lines in MN5

15 hours ago

The FED and this administration has long passed the 2A threshold rubicon.

 4  0

Charles Hardon  

Reply •

− ⚑> Behind Enemy Lines in MN5

4 hours ago

I would add, the Federal gubbernment has got past governing and into THUGVILLE.

 3  0

Downrang3  

Reply •

− ⚑> Kamalas Flared Noseholes

a day ago

The Evil Empire is here. Straight out of the movies.

 15  0

Jack  

Reply •

− ⚑> Kamalas Flared Noseholes

a day ago

"Why is the IRS buying 40 cal machine guns you ask?"

Because the FBI switched from 40 cal to 9mm and the MIC needed a new outlet for their grift?

 8  0

Joe Fish  

Reply •

− ⚑> Jack

21 hours ago

the FBI switched from 40 cal to 9mm

Seriously !
They were going to adopt 10mm but the fragile female agents couldn't handle 10mm, so .40 wa
chosen.
So the latest new generation of soy agents �nd .40 too hard to handle !

 5  0

Liberty denied  

Reply •

− ⚑> Joe Fish

12 hours ago

Bs. They will �nd skum bag agents willing and able to shoot us.

 1  0

northerncanuck  

Reply •

− ⚑> Joe Fish

21 hours ago

Their next move will be from 9mm to .22 short.

 1  0

Jes Sparks  

Reply •

− ⚑> northerncanuck

6 hours ago

Red Ryder

 0  0

olde reb  

Reply •

− ⚑> Joe Fish

an hour ago

The latest guns are 155 mm.

 0  0

Mary Carter  

Reply •

− ⚑> Kamalas Flared Noseholes

14 hours ago

You are very much correct. We the people can only depend on the help of God. Our entire government is
against us and I dont care what "party" they claim.

 7  0
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Re�ect2023  

Reply •

− ⚑> Kamalas Flared Noseholes

a day ago

NWO Kleptocracy.

 5  0

Ed Yeager  

Reply •

− ⚑> Kamalas Flared Noseholes

21 hours ago

Close, there is NO room for OUR GOD whom we serve!

 4  0

KenS  

Reply •

− ⚑> Kamalas Flared Noseholes

21 hours ago

Get in line slaves!!

 4  0

The March Hare  

Reply •

− ⚑> KenS

13 hours ago

Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky's March Slave. The enslavement of the Slavic people is where the word
slave comes from.
The Slavic people were white.

 0  0

Paul Wallete  

Reply •

− ⚑> Kamalas Flared Noseholes

16 hours ago

They need to arm the 87,000 new IRS agents they just recruited from south of the border. They want an
IRS Army.

 3  0

Timewarped  

Reply •

− ⚑> Paul Wallete

13 hours ago

Obama wanted his personal army and failed to get it so now they hide it under the IRS brown
shirts

 3  0

Bwana  

Reply •

− ⚑> Kamalas Flared Noseholes

4 hours ago

What's even more bizarre is why the FDA are arming themselves with the same .40 cal automatic
weapons...
What does the Food and Drug administration need to weaponize for?
Angry cow? Mad bull? Those darned Amish? The big aspirin cartels?
Remember how Obambi talked about his "civilian army"...just as well equipped as the military...it's not jus
antifa/blm...they are just the brown shirts...all of the gov't workers, the ones that always vote d and will d
anything for their cushy, overpaid do-nothing jobs...AND THE PENSIONS THEY GET...they are the civilian
army Obambi spoke of.

 2  0

fukbidet  

Reply •

− ⚑> Kamalas Flared Noseholes

9 hours ago

PLUS who else has a lot of .40 cal? Most people have .223s,9s and .45s. This way if you get your hands o
one of theirs it’s less likely you’ll have the ammo for it!

 2  0

Hugh Jass  

Reply •

− ⚑> Kamalas Flared Noseholes

10 hours ago

Police are barely any different, they're the corrupt private mercenary gang for the corrupt State
Governments/Leaders that sign their paychecks.
They don't care about anyone's Rights or lives except their own.
Christopher Browning nailed it in his book 'Ordinary Men'.
Keeping War Veterans as Domestic Police is essentially �xing a fundamental �aw that Reserve Police
Battalion 101 faced with their men.

 2  0

Liberty denied  

Reply •

− ⚑> Kamalas Flared Noseholes

13 hours ago

The �lthy skum IRS machine gun garbage can go F themselves. Human trash.

 2  0

friend  − ⚑> Kamalas Flared Noseholes

3 hours ago

What will they do when the ATF refuses to give them an automatic weapon permit?
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Reply •
What will they do when the ATF refuses to give them an automatic weapon permit?

 0  0

Cliffton Ainley  

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago

Why does the IRS need a single bullet or gun?

 30  0

UndertheDRADIS  

Reply •

− ⚑> Cliffton Ainley

7 hours ago

That is an interesting question, considering that the federal government maintains nonpayment of taxes 
a civil issue. This means that the federal government is not going to provide a lawyer for those who have
had their property and accounts seized.

Imprisonment and seizure of property are criminal sanctions. I would argue that not paying one's federal
taxes is a de facto criminal infraction and should require provision of counsel at government expense.

 1  0

red speck  

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago  edited

Can't the IRS do what police forces across the country have been told to do -- hire social workers to de-escalate
situations?

"You claimed $400 on line 27b, when it clearly should have been attached on sub-form J, you scumbag! On your
knees, hands behind your head! And stop screaming for your walker, grannie!"

 23  0

Liberty denied  

Reply •

− ⚑> red speck

12 hours ago

They don’t give a shoot about taxes. They want to kill us.

 3  0

Behind Enemy Lines in MN5

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago

It's been clear for many years that the Feds regard Americans as the enemy.

 17  0

Cliffton Ainley  

Reply •

− ⚑> Behind Enemy Lines in MN5

a day ago

Particularly, Christian straight males that get sun burn...

 13  0

ferdburple  

Reply •

− ⚑> Cliffton Ainley

a day ago

Hey, I resemble that remark! �

 5  0

proguy  

Reply •

− ⚑> Behind Enemy Lines in MN5

13 hours ago

We are funding them.

 1  0

Tank  

Reply •

− ⚑> Behind Enemy Lines in MN5

15 hours ago

Then why not boycott the companies arming them?

 0  0

Combat Veteran  

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago

Why? TO KILL US, MORON! Too bad WE are not allowed to own a .40 caliber submachine gun - even though the
Constitution says we can!

 16  0

ElDestructo  

Reply •

− ⚑> Combat Veteran

a day ago

In 15 years you'll be pledging allegiance to the Communist New world order dictatorship One transgende
people under Satan with tyranny and communism for all

 2  3

Daniel Rivers  − ⚑> ElDestructo

a day ago
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Reply •

a day ago

In15 years Our government will be giving Us .40 cal sub-machine guns. Trump wins in 2024. An
that is because We have been working Our butts off to make it happen and to stop their election
fraud.

I don't know about you. But I will be in a free America enjoying a fabulous prosperity.
Maybe you live in china or russia, idk.

 3  0

CrazyDutchBastich  

Reply •

− ⚑> Daniel Rivers

a day ago

Same here. Let them come. IRS commies will fall by the 1000s and all of thar new gea
will belong to the good guys, who fuucking PAID for it , btw. They really dont know the
shiitcan they are opening right now.

 7  0

UndertheDRADIS  

Reply •

− ⚑> CrazyDutchBastich

7 hours ago

FPS resupply?

 0  0

Charles Hardon  

Reply •

− ⚑> Daniel Rivers

4 hours ago  edited

Dream on. The Republicans have virtually done nothing to stop the same cheating as
what went on in 2020, and 2022. Tell me something if I don't already know it about
stopping the cheatin Democrats? Watch the cockieness of Biden, Newsom and Obum
if you think that I am wrong. If they had stopped the cheaters, then Kari Lake would be
governor of Arizona. The same machines, same ballot harvesting that went on in the
Kari Lake governor loss, as the rest of the USA in 2024. Wake da phuuuck up.

 2  0

Daniel Rivers  

Reply •

− ⚑> Charles Hardon

2 hours ago

So in your little mind you believe they gave the House to Us? OK. Whatever. Believe the
lies of the left and hide in a corner and cry. Cause that's all your good for.

 0  0

UndertheDRADIS  

Reply •

− ⚑> Daniel Rivers

7 hours ago

More likely your state will either be preparing to send delegates to a Constitutional
Convention or secede. Fifteen years from now is going to be butt-ugly. Start moving o
of bluetopoli.

 0  0

Daniel Rivers  

Reply •

− ⚑> UndertheDRADIS

7 hours ago

I don't think so. I think this is were We end these idiots delusions of grandeur. But We
shall see.

 0  0

Combat Veteran  

Reply •

− ⚑> ElDestructo

a day ago

No. No I won't. I am 64 and am a 100% disabled veteran. I don't plan to be here in another 15
years.

 2  0

fukbidet  

Reply •

− ⚑> Combat Veteran

9 hours ago

Me too

 1  0

Liberty denied  

Reply •

− ⚑> ElDestructo

12 hours ago

Not me. Never.

 0  0

Bill Waller  − ⚑

a day ago

First they came for the Socialists, and I did not speak out—
Because I was not a Socialist.

Th h f h T d U i i d I did k
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Reply •

Then they came for the Trade Unionists, and I did not speak out—
Because I was not a Trade Unionist.

Then they came for the Jews, and I did not speak out—
Because I was not a Jew.

Then they came for me—and there was no one left to speak for me.

— Martin Niemöller

 14  0

Daniel Rivers  

Reply •

− ⚑> Bill Waller

a day ago

Except We are �ghting. Just because We aren't in the streets yet doesn't mean We aren't. We are �ghting 
Our counties, Our courts and everywhere else We can and We are winning.
They loose in every scenario, because We the People aren't the weak-minded Russians or Chinese who
WANTED communism. We don't want them or their chains.

The quote you posted was about Nazi Germany. Guess what? The Germans WANTED Nazism.
We. Do. Not.

Therefore We win, they loose.

 5  0

CrazyDutchBastich  

Reply •

− ⚑> Daniel Rivers

a day ago

Hope so. Ill �ght when the time comes

 5  0

Daniel Rivers  

Reply •

− ⚑> CrazyDutchBastich

a day ago

Absolutely. That is who We are. They have underestimated We the People and they
continue to do so because they have to in order to keep their delusion alive.

 1  0

Big Al  

Reply •

− ⚑> Daniel Rivers

a day ago

And the Nazis were Socialists.

 1  0

Daniel Rivers  

Reply •

− ⚑> Big Al

21 hours ago

Honestly, weird I never posted otherwise. Funny fact. They are all the same. Not in
ideology, but in power lust and that it takes weak minded loons being the majority to
want it to happen.

 0  0

Daniel Rivers  

Reply •

− ⚑> Big Al

a day ago

And? That fact doesn't change anything.

 0  0

Liberty denied  

Reply •

− ⚑> Daniel Rivers

12 hours ago

The dumb f...k jabbed masked leftists and rinos want Nazism. Fact.

 0  0

Daniel Rivers  

Reply •

− ⚑> Liberty denied

10 hours ago

yes they do.

 0  0

UndertheDRADIS  

Reply •

− ⚑> Bill Waller

7 hours ago

That's because Martin approved of them seizing the people who had been screwing the Germans, until it
turned out that the government decided he was one of them.

 0  0

Big Al  − ⚑> Bill Waller

a day ago

The only good Socialist, is a dead Socialist.
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Reply • 0  0

NevynTanis

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago

Another domestic terrorist organization, the enemy is within and has been for a long time.

 12  0

going1234  

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago

I guess they are now fedenemys

 12  0

hey gee  

Reply •

− ⚑> going1234

a day ago

Everyone except the Bidens they can lie on federal �rearms forms and cheat on their taxes and suffer no
consequences.

If Trumps kids sold a box of Girl Scout cookies and didn’t report it they would have been charged with
something.

 17  0

Dingodile

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago

Excuse me? But what is an account agent doing with guns. Full Auto at that. They aren't the military and shouldn't
have them.

 11  0

Tank  

Reply •

− ⚑> Dingodile

15 hours ago

Boycott the gun company that's providing the government with guns.

 1  0

commonman  

Reply •

− ⚑> Dingodile

a day ago

They don’t quibble over details.

 1  0

Che Obama Guevara

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago

Like the FBI the DemocRats are going to use the IRS as a hit squad against conservatives, early morning home raid
where the target doesn't survive.

 11  0

The Ministry of Truth (xe/ey)  

Reply •

− ⚑> Che Obama Guevara

a day ago

the irs will undoubtedly be used for the door to door gun grab under the guise of "taxes".

 4  0

FinbarOS

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago

Here's a better question: Why is Congress �nancing it?

 9  0

proguy  

Reply •

− ⚑> FinbarOS

13 hours ago

See my recent post at top: "Defund, defund, defund." It is OUR money.

 1  0

Cletus Roscoe

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago

Obama's Police Force.

 9  0

Remedium Belli

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago

They are still outmanned and outgunned by the over 7,000,000 combat veterans out there.

 8  0

ethernet13  − ⚑> Remedium Belli
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Reply •

a day ago  edited

That's another reason why the Commies want to reduce the planets population to 500 million.

 2  0

Daniel Rivers  

Reply •

− ⚑> Remedium Belli

a day ago

You are right. In their scenario We weren't supposed to �nd out about the 'slow boil' until about 2035, if
ever. But as We can see reality isn't their strong suit. The one thing that these idiots can't predict is the
human element. Theirs or Ours. Trump came along and they couldn't control their egos or their arrogance
so their plan fail apart. And it has been crumbling since.

 1  0

ElDestructo  

Reply •

− ⚑> Remedium Belli

a day ago

People envision some kind of all-out ground war but the reality of it will be a very slow 10-year 15-year
process where they incrementally bear down on you with a hyper surveillance grid and the dissidents wil
be hunted down like dogs over a period of time. They already have the mechanisms digitally built in and
these methods have been tested very thoroughly in places like Communist China which we helped develo
a lot of their citizen surveillance based software and hardware

 1  0

Daniel Rivers  

Reply •

− ⚑> ElDestructo

a day ago  edited

No it won't. See, that is their scenario. But it won't happen that way. We weren't suppose to �nd
out about the slow boil until 2035 or so. What happened? Because it didn't go that way. Trump
happened. If not him someone else. They can't control their own arrogance. So they loose.

 1  0

northerncanuck  

Reply •

− ⚑> Daniel Rivers

19 hours ago

See....President Trump *did* drain the swamp...we can see them all now!

 1  0

Daniel Rivers  

Reply •

− ⚑> northerncanuck

16 hours ago

Yes he did. And he continues to expose them. Nice call.

 0  0

ElDestructo  

Reply •

− ⚑> Daniel Rivers

a day ago

I think Trump has probably like 5% to do with the rise in anti-globalism sentiment but
yeah sure Trump 2024

 0  0

human resource  

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago

I don’t believe the IRS is arming itself to defend our border. They’re preparing to go to war with the American peopl

 8  0

Liberty denied  

Reply •

− ⚑> human resource

12 hours ago

Against the American people. They are skum.

 1  0

ElDestructo  

Reply •

− ⚑> human resource

a day ago

That's just one agency. It's going to become the norm welcome to the liberal New world order you will ow
nothing and you will be happy

 1  0

Rob C  

Reply •

− ⚑> human resource

a day ago

How is IRS duties include defending our borders? That is NOT their job.

 0  0

human resource  − ⚑> Rob C

a day ago  edited

It’s sarcasm. None of our so-called federal agencies defend America’s border. The IRS is a priva
corporation. It was incorporated in Puerto Rico. It’s a lie that it has anything to do with our
government. It’s a collection agency for the bloodsucking Federal Reserve Bank parasite that’s
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been feeding off America for over a century.
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northerncanuck  

Reply •

− ⚑> human resource

19 hours ago

I guess that �ea and tick meds won't keep them at bay, huh?

 0  0

corvettes4ever  

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago

How is it okay for the IRS to have submachine guns while the government wants to prohibit so-called 'assault ri�es
from law abiding citizens?
I'd say there's more to this story than what's being disclosed.

TrumpNow/2024.
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Cletus Roscoe

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago

Back in the old days, auditors would just show up at your doorstep, seize all your assets and drag you through the
court system until you were destitute for life.

Now they just show up at your doorstep and shoot you to get it over with.
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CrazyDutchBastich  

Reply •

− ⚑> Cletus Roscoe

a day ago

And steal all your shiit to

 4  0

northerncanuck  

Reply •

− ⚑> Cletus Roscoe

18 hours ago

Yes....and how it should be now. If the leftists �nish taking the justice system away from us, there won't b
any peaceful means left to us. Horribly bad.

 0  0

The Rhyming Patriot  

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago

To con�scate your gold , and silver after the CBDC is implemented.
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